
AC20 OR
Wood-Aluminium

Window



CLASSIC. SUSTAINABLE. UNIQUE.

The wood-aluminium AC20 OR system represents
the classic in our window portfolio. Whether it's an
office, residential building or school - the sharp-
edged, offset profile geometry on the outside
transforms your building into a real eye-catcher.

Give your windows a unique, aesthetic highlight by
implementing the aluminium frames on the
outside with welded corner joints, thus generating
a uniform and seamless surface that will give your
windows that special something.

All known constructions of a window or different
opening types (tilt-turn, awning, casement, fixed,
hopper windows) as well as individual window
shapes (angled windows, round, segmental or
pointed arches) can be created with the AC20 OR
effortlessly.

Fully concealed hardware? This is no problem for
our factory. The hardware disappears completely
into the window frame and can be used with
particularly heavy window sashes.

Hidden millings in the aluminium frame profiles
provide controlled and indirect drainage and keep
incoming water away from the construction.

Due to its durable, classic appearance and
reliable, technical quality, the AC20 OR has
become an indispensable window system in
sustainable architecture. The interplay of the
energy-efficient laminated timber frame on the
inside and the weather-resistant aluminium
cladding on the outside fulfils the Zeitgeist of
sustainable building 100%.



Create your own space to feel good with the incomparable warmth 
of our types of wood. 



Air Infiltration DIN 12207 
Class 4

Driving Rain Resistance DIN 12208 
Class 9A

Windload DIN 12210 
Class C3/B3

Acoustic Control
≤ 48 dB

Thermal Insulation
≥ 0,64 W/m2K

Burglar Resistance
RC1, RC2N, RC2

Three sealing levels, 
black, all around

Sharp-edged, offset
cladding on the exterior

Fully concealed
hardware

Indirect, invisible 
drainage via 
millings in the aluminium
frame profile



CONSISTENT. DESIGN.

Design your AC20 OR window freely according to
your wishes and combine different, technical
solutions to adapt your building envelope exactly
to the individual requirements of your project.

Each of our systems can be designed with fully
insulated panels, spandrel panels, louvre grilles
with insect screens, motorised openers or as fully
glazed corners. A window can be so much more.

Standards? Not with us. Let your window become
an absolutely unique piece. We design our
windows freely according to your ideas and
produce all our systems for you custom-made.

What is the special appeal of our AC20 OR wood-
aluminium window? It lies in the proven
perfection of sustainability, aesthetics and tested
modern window technology. The classic and
timeless design can be integrated into any
architectural style.
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